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Nowadays, social media have become the essential part of our lives. Internet slang is an informal language used
in everyday online communication which quickly becomes adopted or discarded by new generations. Similarly,
pictograms (emoticons/emojis) have been widely used in social media as a mean for graphical expression of emo-
tions. People can convey delicate nuances through textual information when supported with emoticons, and the
effectiveness of computer-mediated communication is also improved. Therefore, it is important to fully understand
the influence of Internet slang and emoticons on social media. In this paper, we propose a convolutional neural
network model considering Internet slang and emoticons for sentiment analysis of Weibo which is the most popular
Chinese social media platform. Our experimental results show that the proposed method can significantly improve
the performance for predicting sentiment polarity.

1. Introduction
Today, many people share their lives with their friends by post-

ing status updates on Facebook, sharing their holiday photos on In-

stagram or tweeting their views via Twitter or Weibo - the biggest

Chinese social media network that was launched in 2009. Social

media data contain a vast amount of valuable sentiment informa-

tion not only for the commercial use, but also for psychology, cog-

nitive linguistics or political science [Li 18a].

Sentiment analysis of microblogs became an important area of

research in the field of Natural Language Processing. Study of

sentiment in microblogs in English language has undergone major

developments in recent years [Peng 17]. Chinese sentiment anal-

ysis research, on the other hand, is still at early stage [Wang 13]

especially in the domains of lexicons and emoticons.

Pictograms (emoticons/emojis) have been widely used in social

media as a mean for graphical expression of emotions. For exam-

ple, “face with tears of joy”, an emoji that means that some-

body is in an extremely good mood, was regarded as the 2015

word of the year by The Oxford Dictionary [Moschini 16]. In our

opinion ignoring emoticons in sentiment research is unjustifiable,

because they convey a significant emotional information and play

an important role in expressing emotions and opinions in social

media [Novak 15, Guibon 16].

Internet slang is ubiquitous on the Internet. The emergence

of new social contexts like micro-blogs, discussion groups or so-

cial networks has enabled slang and non-standard expressions to

abound on the Web. Despite this, slang has been traditionally

viewed as a form of non-standard language, a form of language

that is not the focus of linguistic analysis and has largely been ne-

glected [Kulkarni 17].

Furthermore, we also noticed that when people use new words

and pictograms, they tend to express a kind of humorous emo-

tion which is difficult to be easily classified as positive or negative.

It seems that some emoticons are used just for fun, self-mockery

or jocosity which expresses an implicit humor which might be

characteristic to Chinese culture. Figure 1 shows an example of

a Weibo microblog posted with emoticons and Internet slang. In

the third line of the post, (ning meng ren) is a new word ap-

peared in early 2019 on Chinese social media which means “lemon

man”. Accordingly, to meet this new popular phrase, was

added to the pictogram repoitoare by social media companies in

January 2019. This lemon with a sad face also called “lemon man”

which expresses the same emotion as slang ning meng ren – “sour

grapes” or “jealous of someone’s success”. This entry seems to

express a humorous nuance of a pessimistic attitude. Emoticons

and slang seem to play an important role in expressing this kind

of emotions. There is a high possibility that this phenomenon can

cause a significant difficulty in sentiment recognition task.

Figure 1: Example of Weibo post with Internet slang and emoti-

cons. The entry says “I have calmed down. Knowing that I won’t

win the prize, I don’t participate in this excitement. I even can’t

win a small prize. How can I expect a big one? I want to be a

lemon man in the new year”.

To address this phenomenon, in this paper we focus on the In-

ternet slang and emoticons used on Weibo in order to establish if

both slang and emoticons improve sentiment analysis by recogniz-

ing humorous entries which are difficult to polarize. To perform

experiments, we built a Chinese Internet slang lexicon and a Chi-

nese emoticon lexicon. Because the emoticons probably play a

more important role in expressing emotion than textual features,

we also analyzed the characteristics of this particular set of emoti-

cons, report on their evaluation while dividing them into three cat-

egories: positive, negative and humorous. We also noticed that
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Table 1: Examples of Emoticons Conveying Humor Typical for

Chinese Culture.

Emoticon Humorous {%} Negative {%} Positive {%}
41.7 25.0 33.3

91.7 8.3 0.0

83.3 0.0 16.7

75.0 8.3 16.7

Table 2: Examples of Chinese Emoticon Lexicon.

Emoticon Textual Feature Emotion/Implication

“smirking”

“nosepick”

“filthy”

“screen lick”

among the resources of Chinese social media sentiment analysis,

the labelled Weibo data containing emoticons are extremely rare

which makes considering them in machine learning approaches

difficult. To resolve this problem, we applied the emoticons po-

larity and utilized both lexicons with convolutional neural network

(CNN) in a way which allows sentiment analysis on smaller anno-

tated data sets. Our experimental results show that the proposed

method can significantly improve the performance for predicting

sentiment polarity on Weibo.

2. Related Research
In 2017, Felbo and others [Felbo 17] proposed a powerful sys-

tem utilizing emoji in Twitter sentiment analysis model called

DeepMoji. They trained 1,246 million tweets containing one of

64 common emoticons by Bi-directional Long Short-Term Mem-

ory (Bi-LSTM) model and applied it to interpret the meaning be-

hind the online messages. DeepMoji is also one of the most ad-

vanced sarcasm-detecting model, sarcasm reverses the emotion of

the literal text, therefore sarcasm-detecting capability can play a

significant role in sentiment analysis, especially in case of social

media. Although sarcasm and irony tend to convey negative emo-

tions in general, we found that in Chinese social media (Weibo in

our example), in addition to the expression of positive and negative

emotions, people tend to express a kind of humorous emotion that

escapes the traditional bi-polarity.

In our early research [Li 18b], we analyzed the usage of 67

emoticons with facial expression used on Weibo. We asked 12

Chinese native speakers to label these emoticons by applying one

of three following categories: positive, negative and humorous.

We have confirmed that 23 emoticons can be considered more as

humorous than positive or negative. On this basis, we applied the

emoticons polarity (see Table 1) in a Long Short-Term Memory

recurrent neural network for sentiment analysis of undersized la-

belled data.

Chinese Internet slang is defined as an informal language used

to express ideas on the Chinese Internet in response to events, to

mass media and foreign cultures. It also expresses a natural human

desire to simplify and update language. In [Li 19], we collected

448 frequent Internet slang expressions and created a slang lexi-

con (examples are shown in Table 2), then we converted the 109

Weibo emoticons into textual features creating Chinese emoticon

lexicon (examples are shown in Table 3). To test the influence of

slang and emoticons on sentiment analysis task, we also utilized

both lexicons with several machine learning-based classifiers for

detecting humorous expressions on Chinese social media.

3. Convolutional Neural Network Approach
Inspired by the above mentioned works on Internet slang and

emoticons, in this paper, we utilized both lexicons and emoticon

polarity with convolutional neural network (CNN) for sentiment

classification of Weibo undersized labelled data.

In the first step, we added the Chinese slang lexicon and Chinese

emoticon lexicon to segmentation tool for matching new words

and emoticons. Then we used the updated tool to segment the sen-

tences of a large data set. Secondly, we applied the segmentation

results into the word embedding tool for training word vectors.

Then, we applied the word embedding model which considered

Internet slang and emoticons to train a CNN model with training

data to learn an output representation. Next, we input testing data

into deep learning model, and we use a softmax classifier to ob-

tain the predicted results and output their probability. Since we

assume that emoticons have relatively greater impact than textual

features on emotional expression, we set a hyperparameter for each

text and emoticon, and calculate the summation of both features’

polarities with the hyperparameter. Finally, we can obtain the sen-

timent probability of a Weibo post which considers the effect of

emoticons and Internet slang.

In order to verify the validity of our proposed method, we per-

formed series of experiments described below.

3.1 Preprocessing
Initializing word vectors with those obtained from an unsuper-

vised neural language model is a popular method to improve per-

formance in the absence of a large supervised training set. For our

experiment we collected a large dataset (7.6 million posts) from

Weibo API from May 2015 to July 2017 to be used in calculating

word embeddings. Firstly, we deleted the images, and videos treat-

ing them as noise. Secondly, we applied Chinese Internet slang

lexicon and Chinese emoticon lexicon [Li 19] into the dictionary

of Python Chinese word segmentation module Jieba∗1. Next, we

used Jieba to segment the sentences of the microblogs, and applied

the segmentation results into the word2vec model [Mikolov 13] for

training word vectors. The vectors have dimensionality of 300 and

were trained using the continuous skip-gram model.

Next, we collected 4,000 Weibo posts containing ambiguous (

, , , , , , , ) emoticons, ensuring each

entry has only one emoticon of given type (cases with more emoti-

cons of the same type were allowed). To use these posts as our

training data, we asked three Chinese native speakers to anno-

tate them into three categories: “positive”, “negative”, and “hu-

morous”. After one annotator labelled polarities of all posts, two

other native speakers confirmed correctness of his annotations.

Whenever there was a disagreement, all decided the final polar-

ity through discussion.

∗1 https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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Table 3: Examples of our Chinese Internet Slang Lexicon.

Type Examples (Origin) English Translation

Numbers “laughter”

Chinese contractions
“Life is so hard that some lies

are better not exposed.”

Slang derived from

foreign language
“O-niichan” (“Brother” in Japanese)

3.2 Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) utilize layers with con-

volving filters that are applied to local features [LeCun 98]. Orig-

inally invented for computer vision, CNN models have subse-

quently been shown to be effective for NLP and have achieved

excellent results in semantic parsing [Yih 14], search query re-

trieval [Shen 14], sentence modeling [Kalchbrenner 14], and other

traditional NLP tasks.

The equations of the CNN are as follows: xi ∈ R
k is the k-

dimensional word vector corresponding to the i-th word in the

sentence. A sentence of length n (padded where necessary) is rep-

resented as described in [Kim 14]:

x1:n = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ xn (1)

where ⊕ is the concatenation operator. In general, let xi:i+j refer

to the concatenation of words xi, xi+1, ..., xi+j . A convolution

operation involves a filter w ∈ R
k, which is applied to a window

of h words to produce a new feature. For example, a feature ci is

generated from a window of words xi:i+h−1 by

ci = f(wxi:i+h−1 + b) (2)

Here b ∈ R is a bias term and f is a non-linear function such as the

hyperbolic tangent. This filter is applied to each possible window

of words in the sentence {xi:h, x2:i+1, . . . , xn−h+1:n} to produce

a feature map:

c = [c1, c2, . . . , cn−h+1] (3)

with c ∈ R
n−h+1. We then apply a max-overtime pooling oper-

ation [Collobert 11] over the feature map and take the maximum

value ĉ = max{c} as the feature corresponding to this particu-

lar filter. The idea is to capture the most important feature, one

with the highest value, for each feature map. This pooling scheme

naturally deals with variable sentence lengths. We experimented

with the CNN architecture and a model with 10 epochs and the

performance achieved the highest value when the dropout rate was

0.5, the filter size was 32 and strides number was 2. The validity

of the model was examined by holdout method (90%/10%, train-

ing/validation). The activation functions, we used RELU in gen-

eral, and the network output activation function was softmax.

3.3 Emoticon polarity
In order to predict sentiment category of Weibo posts consider-

ing the influence of emoticons for Chinese social media sentiment

analysis, we assign the probability of the deep learning model’s

Table 4: Comparison F scores results of three CNN approaches.

Humorous Negative Positive

CNN 70.48% 66.67% 56.00%

CNN+Lexicons 70.59% 70.45% 70.58%

CNN+Lexicons+Polarities 76.84% 74.69% 73.56%

softmax output S(zi) a hyperparameter λ1. At the same time, we

apply the labelled emoticons [Li 18b] as polarity P e, and assign a

hyperparameter λ2. P becomes the final probability output of the

classification:

P = λ1S(zi) + λ2Pe (4)

where the summation of λ1 and λ2 is equal to 1.

3.4 Performance Test
Using a trained word2vec model, we passed word vectors of

training data into the three deep learning models to train the model.

We collected and annotated 180 Weibo entries with the eight

emoticons mentioned above as a testing set, deleting images and

videos. Then we used the proposed method to calculate probability

of each category and confirmed the precision, recall and F1-score.

Because we assumed that in emotion expression emoticons might

play a greater role than text, in our experiment, we set the hyper-

parameters λ1 and λ2 to 0.4 and 0.6 respectively. We compared

the results of sentiment classification by CNN only, CNN consid-

ering Internet slang and emoticons lexicons only, and our proposed

methods: CNN model considering Internet slang and emoticons

lexicons and emoticon polarities. Table 4 describes the results of

F1-score with above methods.

The results proved that our proposed method is more effective

than a) convolutional neural network only categorization and b)

convolutional neural network approach considering just slang and

emoticon lexicons. Limited to small annotated data, the precision

of the sentiment classification was relatively low, but by consid-

ering Internet slang and emoticons, the F1-score of each classifier

outperformed previous method. Our proposed approach has im-

proved the performance showing that low-cost, small-scale data la-

beling is sufficient to outperform widely used state-of-the-art when

emoticon and slang information is added to the learning process.

4. Discussion
In our proposed approach, we focused on emoticons and Inter-

net slang in microblogs and investigated how adding these features

separately and together influences the previously proposed method
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for recognizing humorous posts which are problematic when it

comes to semantic analysis.

Error analysis showed that some posts were wrongly pre-

dicted due to ambiguous usage of emoticon which brought clearly

negative impact on the results. In Figure 2 we show an ex-

ample of such misclassification into “positive” category anno-

tated as “humorous” by annotators. was considered as more

positive than humorous by our annotators (67%/0%/33%, posi-

tive/negative/humorous). It seems that this particular user wrote a

joke just for fun, however, our proposed method was misguided by

this “smirking” emoticon. Therefore, we plan to increase the num-

ber of evaluators for annotating Weibo emoticons in fine-grained

humorous emotion to enhance the reliability of the polarity of

emoticons.

Figure 2: Example of wrong classification into “positive” category.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we applied the emoticons polarity, Chinese Inter-

net slang lexicon and Chinese emoticon lexicon with a convolu-

tional neural network model for sentiment analysis of undersized

labelled data. Our experimental results show that the proposed

method can significantly improve the F1-score for predicting sen-

timent polarity on Weibo.

For improving the performance of our proposed method, in the

near future we are going to increase the size of both slang lexicon

and training dataset to improve further results. We also plan to

test other deep learning approaches to compare the classification

results.
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